small spaces

URBAN LIVING
All it took to maximise this inner-city courtyard was some creative thinking
Words: Karen Booth
Photos: Peter Brennan

T

he homeowners, a young professional
couple with demanding work lives, had
transformed their tired inner-Sydney
terrace into a modern family home. While they
felt at ease making decisions about updating
the interior of their home, tackling the rear
courtyard seemed more daunting given its
diminutive dimensions and how much they
hoped to achieve in such a small space.
They looked to garden designer Steve
Warner of Outhouse Design, who says: “They
were hopeful that we could accommodate
double off-street parking, an open and
functional entertaining space and, most
importantly of all, a sense of privacy that would
allow them to relax or entertain without being
overlooked by the neighbouring two-storey
block of units.
“With all properties in inner Sydney, land
is at a premium, so getting the balance right
between the practical elements (such as
parking, storage and space for utilities) and
the lifestyle elements is always a challenge. But
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small spaces
of the narrow space and the need for a hardy,
fast-growing green screen. The bamboo is
under-planted with Liriope muscari to soften
the edge of the paving and help to draw the
eye away from the neighbouring building on
the other side.
“We then mass-planted Philodendron
‘Xanadu’ against the back wall to blend the
connection between the upper garage level
and the lower entertaining space. This hardy
plant gives year-round depth of foliage and
was complemented by a planting of droughttolerant Dietes grandiflora, which provides spot
flowering throughout the year.”
To cool the space and mask the noise of innercity living, there is a water feature tucked into a
corner. The water feature offers a strong focal
point from the kitchen and lounge area and looks
quite magical at night when it is uplit. I

with a little ingenuity, it can be done in
a creative and visually appealing way.”
Steve came up with a contemporary
design in which clean lines and natural
materials combine to create an urban
retreat he describes as “intimate, green,
easy to maintain and flexible enough to
accommodate groups of all sizes and any
gathering, impromptu or planned”.
To camouflage the garage and soften the
look of the courtyard, there is a timber screen
with a ‘secret’ door. The existing shared wall

was not rendered or painted, as the natural
colour of the brick ties in with the garage
screen and timber seating. The built-in timber
seating has low-voltage lighting installed into
the top of the back-rest, which subtly highlights
the old brick and creates evening contrast.
“A simple plant palette was important as
the space was reasonably tight and consistent
colour and planting help to create a sense of
space and harmony,” adds Steve. “The main
fence boundary wall has a mass planting of
clumping bamboo. This was selected because
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